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INTRODUCTION

In the past, species of the genus Sphacelaria Lyngb. of the

Phaeophyceae have received much attention from various authors. The

relative paucity of literature concerning Sphacelaria britannica Sauv.

may possibly be attributed to the confusion which has existed regarding

the species' taxonomic synonymy.

S. britannica is markedly heterotrichous, the erect filaments

being 3-5 mm. high, and forms extensive perennial turfy mats, olive-

brown in colour, in sea notches, crevices, caves and on boulders, at or

above mean high sea level, or, as in the Baltic, at some depth below sea

level, and always where incident light intensity is much diminished.

The species is distributed between Roscoff in Brittany (43° 45'i-)»

SCap Dalton in Greenland (69° 25' N).

Apical growth is effected by transverse division of the apical cell

or sphacele, followed by a single transverse division of each d aghter

or sub-apical cell thereby produced, and thereafter, leptocaulous

division maintains the transverse tier effect (Sauvageau, 1901 et seq.).

This study attempts initially to review the taxonomic position of

S. britannica, and further, to present cytological data concomitant

with observed features of the species' life-history.

In the literature there is no evidence of S. britannic ; having

oeen cultured throughout its entire life-history, and thus the exact

sequence of events remains an unknown entity. The most "complete''

life-history which can be envisaged consists in the following. A



diploid sporophyte generation which produces two types of sporangia;

firstly, plurilocular sporangia, in which no reduction division takes

place, and whose spores when liberated do not fuse but reproduce the

sporophyte generation; and secondly, unilocular sporangia, the mother

nucleus of each undergoing meiosis and subsequent mitoses to produce

numerous haploid spores which do not fuse, but germinate to produce

the gametophyte generation. Plurilocular organs produced by the latter

are gametangia, whose gametes are haploid, the products of mitoses,

and whose fusion reproduces the sporophyte generation.

The presence of unilocular sporangia on a plant is taken to

denote the sporophyte generation, for gametophytes produce only

plurilocular organs. The converse, however, does not apply; the absence

of unilocular sporangia on a plant bearing plurilocular organs does not

of necessity mean that one is dealing with the gametophyte generation

(unless this is obvious by virtue of sexual dimorphism, as in the

oogamous species S. hystrix Suhr in Reinke (Sauvageau, 1902)), for the

sporophyte may produce plurilocular sporangia in the absence of

unilocular sporangia ie. on different plants, as in S. bipinnata

(Clint, 1927).

In the case of S. britannica the life-history is almost certainly

not complete in the sense outlined above, and the exact status of the

plants is undetermined. Plants bearing unilocular sporangia have been

assumed to be sporophytic, but in the absence of a known gametophyte.



Until January 15th, 1966, plurilocular organs were not recorded for

S. britannica, but on this date were discovered on material collected

from the Step Rock Cliff, close to the Piper's Cave, St. Andrews

(Blackler and Jackson, 1966). The organs, being present on material

devoid of unilocular sporangia, cannot be said to represent either a

sporophyte or gametophyte generation, and failure to liberate spores

whose behaviour could be observed also prevents their designation as

either sporangia or gametangia. The extreme rarity of these org:ins is

suggestive of their being integrated only occasionally into the life-

history, and normally during the period of reproductive growth all

filaments are found to bear only unilocular sporangia.

Thus, whilst the order Sphacelariales is inferred by Fritsch

(1945) to exhibit predominantly isomorphic alternation of gener\cions,

this is by no means proven for S. britannica on a cytological basis,

and it is questionable, in fact, whether in this species the g inetophyte

is a commonly recurrent generation or is represented at all.
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TAXQNQMY

Dillwyn, in 1309, in "British Confervae of the British Plants"

describes the species Conferva radicans and Conferva olivacea from

Ireland and the Orkney Islands respectively. In 1824 and 1028

Agardh refers these species to the genus Sphacelaria Lyngb. 1819.

The species Sphacelaria olivacea J. Ag., or more correctly S. olivacea

(Dillw.) J. Ag.f was briefly described by Mackay (1836), Harvey (1841),

and Hooker (1344); "filaments short, erect, tufted, sparingly branched;

branches alternate, simple".

Confusion first arises in Smith's "English Botany", 1046 (2nd. ed.),

in which tab. 2430, supposedly S. olivacea, resembles more S. radicans

(Dillw.) J. Ag., and tab. 2429, supposedly S. radicans, is more

reminiscent of S. olivacea. though the apical cell is portrayed as

being small.

The species S. olivacea (Dillw.) J. Ag. has occasionally been

classified with S. radicans (Dillw.) J. Ag. as either olivacea or

radicans. or varieties or forms of each other. In 1849, Harvey, in

"Phycologia Britannica", 1346-1851, unites these species as G. radicans,

and subsequent workers wrongly refer this species to Harvey; Holmes

(1889), and Traill (1089), refer to the species as S. radicans Harv.,

even though both consider S. olivacea to be a distinct species.

Batters (1390), considers the species S. radicans (Dillw.) Harv. with

a form olivacea (Dillw.). Perhaps of significance is the fact that

Traill distinguishes his species on the basis of unilocular sporangia,
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pedicellate and those of S. radicans being sessile.

The disparity of opinion above is added to by Pringsheira (1873),

in his "Uber den Gang der Morphologischen Differenzirung in der

Sphacelarien Reihe"; Pringsheira's olivacea seems to be a complex of

at least three distinct species (Waern, 1945).

Sauvageau, in 1901 et seq., was the first investigator to clarify

the situation to any degree. Reserving the name olivacea for one of

Pringsheiin's species, on the basis that Dillwyn's description was

inadequate without reference to sporangia ("Le mieux est done d'oublier

que Dillwyn a le premier employe ce nom specifique"), necessitated

that the S. olivacea of British authors be renamed. The specimen found

by Traill (1889) from the Firth of Forth, which bore pedicellate

unilocular sporangia and was named S. olivacea J. Ag. partim, was

renamed S. britannica by Sauvageau in 1901. Having observed the

specimens of Gatty, Cocks and Wyatt, I have no reason to suspect that

this species is not entirely synonymous with S. britannica Sauv.

Traill considered his species S. olivacea J. Ag. partim

( = S. britannica Sauv.) to be the true olivacea of Dillwyn, an opinion

which is tentatively endorsed by Irvine (1955), but according to the

latter "the insufficiency of his (Dillwyn's) description and the

subsequent confusion surrounding that epithet have made it a nomen

dubium which it is better to discard completely".

Intra-specific synonymy has not, however, been the sole problem

facing taxonomists, since other species have been implicated
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to constitute at least a part of the life history of S. britannica.

Thus, according to Lund (1950), the distinctness of S. britannica from

S. saxatilis Kuck. emend. Sauv. is questionable in the absence of

plurilocular sporangia on the former species, and their presence on the

latter is the main criterion for separation of the taxa, which other¬

wise show remarkable similarity.

The discovery of plurilocular organs on S. britannica has made

further comparison possible between these species. For both species

the plurilocular organs are cylindrical and pedicellate, but those of

3. britannica are somewhat larger (33-41y broad x 37.5 - 124.4y long),
those of S. saxatilis being 16-25y x 33-125 u . It is thus possible
that these taxa are valid and will retain individual identity.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to elucidate the morphological features of the life-

history of S. britannica, specimens were collected and culture

experiments conducted as follows.

Collection of material.

Material was collected from 2 locations at St. Andrews; viz, the

Pipers' Cave in the Step Rock Cliff, and from the Cliff itself.

Material contaminated with sediment, protozoa, diatoms and bacteria

was cleaned as follows. Filaments were separated using dissecting

needles, placed in freshly filtered sea water, and vigorously shaken in

a conical flask for 15 minutes, using a Griffin flask shaker. The

suspension of filaments .and contaminants was then filtered using a fast,

open paper. Filaments of S. britannica were then removed from the

filter paper, using a sterile needle, rinsed in Erd-Schreiber culture

medium (appendix 1) kept at sea temperature, and then placed in fresh

culture medium (also at sea temperature), contained in sterile, covered,

Pyrex crystallising dishes.

.conditions of culture.

When studying a life-history it is convenient if a species which

fruits during a restricted part of the year can be induced into

fertility at will, by accurate assessment of envii-onrpr _tal conditions

and their duplication in culture. Thus, culture experiments were

conducted in a constant temperature cold tank (using a thermostatically

controlled Frigidaire cooling unit), the thermostat being adjustable in
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accordance with seasonal fluctuation of sea temperature. Culture

dishes were placed in this tank on submerged wire trays so that the

level of cold water was roughly equal to that of culture medium in the

dishes (fig. 1).

In order that the daily photoperiod corresponded, approximately,

botl m intensity and duration with that in nature a Venner time switch

was coupled to two "warm white" fluorescent lights at a distance of

2 feet from the cultures. These, along with light entering the culture

room from a northerly direction, gave light meter readings comparable

to those in the Pipers' Cave.

A diurnal tidal rhythm was not simulated.

Spore cultures.

Cultures of spores from unilocular sporangia were undertaken in

three ways.

a. Uni-algal cultures were prepared (as described previously),

of material bearing unilocular sporangia. Using sterile

needles pieces of material were placed on a clean slide which

was then flooded with fresh filtered sea water. Such a

simulated high tide was found to effectively cause liberation

from mature sporangia. Liberated spores were then washed into

sterile Pyrex culture dishes using Erd-Schreiber medium from

a sterile pipette. This method was unsuccessful possibly

because the resulting spore suspension was of low

concentration, and was abandoned.
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b. An alternative method was again to make cleaned, uni-algal

cultures of fertile material, but to leave them to liberate

spores without induction. After a period of a week the

parent material was removed and the spores allowed to grow

in the cold tank at 5°C, the approximate February sea

temperature. This was a success in that many spores were

obtained, but it was impossible to remove the more minute

fragments of parent material, which subsequently grew and

contaminated the cultures. The advantage of this method is

that once sporelings are well established they can be

removed individually, but the exact age of the sporelings

is only known, of course, to the nearest week. The latter

is important during initial germination, but less so after

several weeks because growth rate is so variable amongst the

spores anyway.

c. The most successful method was to use spores induced to

release onto glycerin-albsunen smeared slides, to which they

became adherent. These spore slides were then immersed in

Srd-Schreiber medium in Pyrex crystallising dishes, as before,

and kept at 5°C in the constant temperature tank. The

advantage of this method lies in the fact that spore behaviour

can be observed, the exact age of the spores is known, and it

is convenient for photomicrography in the initial growth stages.

Also, the culture medium can be changed without loss of spores.
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Transplantation

Because of failure of sporangial induction (as distinct from

induction to release spores) under conditions of culture, then

obviously such methods alone were inadequate to determine the full

cycle of events in the life-history. In order to determine whether

or not the life-history of S. britannica consists in a serial repetition

of sporophytes (as indicated by the production of unilocular sporangia)

without the intervention of a gametophyte generation, material grown

from spore cultures was transplanted to the Step tfock Cliff in the

following manner; twelve holes were drilled into the cliff at the

level of S. britannica growth and nylon bags containing the specimens

were rawlplugged to the rock (fig. 2). This was done in October with

the intention of keeping a regular check on reproductive growth.

.ytological techniques

In an attempt to determine nuclear phenomena of the life-history

several methods were employed,

a. Staining techniques.

Whole mount preparations of both parent and progeny material were

made, using the following stains.

i. aceto-orcein (after Zeilinge, 1957; appendix 2).

ii. aceto-1acmoid (used as above),

iii. aceto-carmine (after kussell, 1962; appendix 3).

Specimens were fixed at 15 minute intervals over a period of

24 hours in an attempt to determine the time of mitotic
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division if synchronous, and to determine if and when

meiosis occurs in the spore mother cells,

iv. aceto-basic fuchsin (after Gurr, 1965; appendix 4).

This stain was used as it is claimed by Tanaka (1961) to

succeed in staining nucleoli and nuclei where many others fail.

v. Feulgen method (after Gurr, 1965; appendix 5).

Wax blocks were prepared after the method described by

Johansen, 1940 (appendix 6) and material sectioned at 4y->
was stained using;

vi. Heidenhain's haematoxylin (after Johansen, 1940; appendix 7)«

vii. Crystal violet (after Purvis, Collier and Walls, 1966; appendix

8).

Spore slides were prepared using the Heidenhain's haematoxylin

method above.

6. il.angj.ng drop cultures.

A few filaments of parest material were placed on a circular

cover slip previously smeared with glycerin-albumen, a drop of culture

medium was added, and the cover slip was inverted over a perspex ring

fixed to a microscope slide. Liquid paraffin was used to seal the

cover slip to the perspex ring, and this served also to pass oxygen to

the air surrounding the hanging drop.

The surface tension of albumen is low, allowing the drop to spread,

.and when viewed microscopically diffraction patterns at the air-culture
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mediura-filament interfaces made observation difficult. Using no

albumen a better drop was obtained but since the filaments were no

longer adherent to the cover slip then it was impossible to obtain

a focus except with the lowest objective magnification (x10).

The best method found was simply to use the albumen but to

introduce the drop onto the slide, not the cover slip. When the cover

slip was placed over the ring it "accepted" the drop and the latter

was unable to spread appreciably because of the high surface tension of

the glass slide (see diagram below).

Using a total magnification of x400 or preferably x950, nuclei

and nucleoli of apical cells could be observed in vivo, but

disappeared during division. Thus, the production of a new transverse

cell wall was taken to be indicative of mitotic division having occurred.

Apical cells were measured at regular intervals over a period of

several days in order to determine whether mitosis was synchronous and

daily (as implied by Johansen, 1940) or whether maximum cell size was

operative in control of division.
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Quantitative techniques

a. The mitotic index (M.I.); spindle inhibition and growth hormones.

The mitotic index is a measure of the number of cells in division

in a tissue at any given time, and according to Crick, can be expressed

as;

ITT x log 2 = log 1 + 2MI
MT + IT ® S 1 + MI

MT « time of one mitosis

IT = interphase time

MI = mitotic index

If the interphase time is large and hence the mitotic index is low

(i.e. 5 - 1% or less), then;

1 + 2MI
1 + MI

= 1 + MI

MT x log 2 = MI
MT + IT

Since when using spindle inhibitors anaphase is prevented, then the

mitotic index is effectively increased. Thus, with the intention of

arresting mitosis at metaphase to facilitate the study of metaphase

chromosomes in both parent and progeny, the spindle inhibitors 8-

hydroxyquinoline (0.001 - 0.002 M aq. for 2-24 hrs.) and colchicine

(0.05 - 0.5% aq. for 12-48 hrs.) were employed. Since their effect¬

iveness is directly proportional to mitotic activity, and since this

(as evidenced by growth rate experiments) was found to be temperature

dependent, then these experiments were conducted at 20°C.
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In addition to spindle inhibitors the growth hormones indole

acetic acid, I.A.A., (0.02 - 0.05% aq. for 2-24 hrs.) and gibberellic

acid (0.05 - 0.1% aq. for 5 days) were also employed, in an attempt to

increase the mitotic index. Their action is by direct increase of the

mitotic index per se, and not indirect through an increase in mitotic

time.

Histochemical - physical techniques

The methods envisaged were used in the hope of finding not the

chromosome nunbers of parent and progeny but relative amounts of DNA

per nucleus.

DN'\ extraction and assay.

The first of such methods was the differential extraction of DNA

from RNA by the method of Smillie and Krotkov (1960), followed by the

measurement of ultra-violet absorption by DNA at 260 mjj in a
spectrophotometer equipped with an ultra-violet attachment and with

quartz or fused silica microcuvettes. Unfortunately, this technique had

to be abandoned at the outset due to the following reasoning.

-4 3
A nucleus with a diameter of 6jj or 6 x 10 cm represents a

volume of DNA equal to;

4 Ti r3 = 4J1 f 6 x 10"4 \ 3 cm3 DNA
3 3 \ 2 )

= 4 x 27 x 10~12 cm3 DNA

= 4 x 27 x 10~12 gm DNA (p DM = 1)
-10

as 1 x 10 gm. DNA per nucleus.

Since *B (1% 1 cm.) (the extinction coefficient, in optical density units,

of 1 cm. length of solution of strength 1%) for DNA is circa 185, and since
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-10
1 x 10 gm. DNA in a 2 ml. cuvette represents a concentration of

20~10 x 100%
for a 1 cm. light path, then the optical density

indicated by the spectrophotometer would be

O.D. = oc cl

= 185 x 10~1° x 100 x 1
2

4= 1 x 10"b

Now the lowest sensible reading for any accuracy is O.D. =0.1, and this

would necessitate the accurate counting of approximately 10^ cells at

least.

*The Laws of light aosorption
Lambert's law; The proportion of light absorbed by a transparent medium
is independent of the intensity of the incident light; hence successive
unit layers of the absorbing medium absorb equal fractions of the light
passing through them.
Beer's law; The absorption of light is proportional to the number of
molecules in the absorption layer i.e. to the concentration of the
absorbing medium and the thickness of the layer.

The combined laws of Beer and Lambert may be summarised in the
mathematical expression.

I_ = t = e~
Io

where I = transmitted intensity of light
lo = incident intensity of light
t = transmission coefficient

= extinction coefficient
c = concentration of absorbing substance
1 = length of light path in absorbing medium
e = base of Naperian logarithims

Now by definition;
O.D. = - log10 t = - iog10 I

To
and thus the first equation can be rewritten as

excl = - log I = - 2.3026 log.^ Ie TT lU ™
Io lo

(2.3026 = loge 10)
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nicro-densitometry

The second method considered to give quantitative data on DNA

involved both qualitative and physical methods; namely the Feulgen

reaction and micro-densitometry. Gurr (1965) considers the Feulgen

reaction (Gomori, 1952) to be a specific and quantitative test for DNA;

this because acid hydrolysis of purine-deoxyribose linkages exposes free

aldehyde groups (Lessler, 1953) which form a coloured complex with

fuchsin. Thus, when used quantitatively it is imperative that the

reaction be carried out under rigorously controlled conditions.

After staining, the nuclei must be photographed. Now the optical

density of a photographic plate is directly proportional to the log of

its exposure time over a restricted exposure range (see diagram below).

By dividing a plate and exposing it sequentially to increasing

amounts of light, developing the plate, then "scanning" it with a micro-

densitometer, such a sigmoid curve as shown above may be drawn and the

pre-exposure time

O.D. log. exp.

upper limit of proportionality

log. exposure
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limits of proportionality obtained. Plates used subsequently must be

pre-exposed to the extent thus calculated. They are then further

exposed in the photography of Feulgen stained tissue, but not beyond the

upper limit of proportionality indicated for that particular type of

plate. Nuclei thus photographed are "scanned" individually using a

micro-densitometer which produces curves, the areas beneath which are

proportional to the amount of DNA per nucleus. This is in accordance

with the Beer-Lambert laws of light absorption.

Due to the inconsistency of Feulgen staining and the difficulty

experienced in obtaining a completely colourless background to the

stain this method was modified to that which follows.

: luorescence microscopy

After the suggestion of Dr. K.M. Cole, 1967 (personal communication)

the fluorescent dye coriphosphin 0 (appendix 9) was found to be more

successful in staining DNA than was the Feulgen reaction. Under strictly

controlled conditions of staining, such that both parent and progeny

material receive identical treatment, the amount of fluorescence is

proportional to the amount of dye absorbed by the DNA i.e. to the amount

of DNA itself.

A Reichert "Zetopan" microscope was used for these fluorescence

studies. Using ultra-violet and blue light transmitted by an 33 exciter

filter before the stained specimen in the light path, and using the

absorption filter Sp3 below the eyepiece, nuclei appear yellow-green

against an orange-red cytoplasmic background; i.e. there are two emission
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peaJcs within the range of the Sp3 filter transmission.

350 400 450 500 550
Wavelength (mjj )

Transmission of S3 and Sp3 filters

400 450 500 550 600 650 700
Wavelength (mjj )

Emission peaks for nuclei and cytoplasm (diagrammatic)

. cytoplasmnuclei
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At this stage nuclei were individually focussed and photographed

under conditions of uniform lighting (from a mercury vapour lamp) and

exposure on Agfa CK 18 artificial light reversal colour film at a total

magnification of x 1000. Colour transparencies thus obtained were

mounted on microscope slides and further magnified with normal transmitted

light objectives to give a total though considerably empty magnification
3

of 25.2 x 10 (empty magnification is that obtained without an increase

in resolution i.e. any magnification above approximately 1000 x the

numerical aperture for the objective; in this case for the objective used

in photomicrography). The use of empty magnification is justifiable in

that resolution is here of no importance. Using such magnification

individual nuclei almost filled the field of view.

It was now required to differentiate between cytoplasm and nuclei

in some measurable way. On the colour film are three light sensitive

layers; magenta, yellow and cyan. Cytoplasmic fluorescence would affect

the first two of these layers since it appeared red-orange and nuclear

fluorescence would affect the last two, appearing yellow-green. When the

film is reversibly developed the layers become green absorbing, blue

absorbing and red absorbing respectively. The following diagrammatic

representation of transmission curves shows that whilst nuclei transmit

in the green, cytoplasm does not.
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Nuclear and cytoplasmic transmission (diagrammatic)

Wavelength

During the colour reversal process the magenta, yellow and cyan

layers become complementary absorbing layers. Thus nuclei, being

yellow-green and having affected the cyan and yellow layers, absorb in

the red and blue, whilst cytoplasm, having affected magenta and yellow,

absorbs in the green and blue. There is no cytoplasmic transmission

in the green portion of the spectrum.
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Thus, green filters were selected and these transmitting only green

light showed up the nuclei as bright pale green against a dark green-

Dlack cytoplasmic background.

To measure DNA on a relative basis between parent and progeny the

following procedure was used. The feichert microscope was carefully
?»

set to Kohler illumination using a low voltage lamp at constant output

and the field iris stopped down giving a field diameter of 0.9

graticule units. These adjustments remained unaltered throughout the

experiment. A Cemiphot light meter was inserted into the microscope

photographic tube and the nucleus and background were "scanned" at

0.5 mm. intervals on the lateral vernier and 1.0 mm. intervals

horizontally. Since in photographic work light intensity is inversely

proportional to exposure time, then for example an indicated exposure

time of i sec. represents an intensity of 2 on an arbitrary scale.

When the nucleus has been "scanned" the light intensities can be

plotted graphically against distance for each trace through .he nucleus

and the total area beneath the curves so obtained is proportional to

the amount of DNA in the nucleus.

Control

It was desired to assess the accuracy of such a system of

measurement for it was unknown if a 0.5 x 1.0 mm. grid for "scanning"

was truly representative of the entire nucleus. Thus, controls were

carried out on two nuclei using 0.5 x 0.5 mm. spaced traces across
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each; this spacing being equal to the field diameter means that this

is the closest system of traces obtainable without overlap of

adjacent fields, such that the whole of the nucleus is "scanned".

Another reason for using controls was that coriphosphin

showed nuclei not to be completely spherical and thus according co

their position they gave few high transmittance curves or mo^e ower

transmittance ones. The controls were intended to determine vhecher

density of the nucleus in one plane could be fully appreciated by

0.5 x 1.0 mm. spaced traces.
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THB DDU'TIVE STRUCTUkMS

Unilocular Sporangia

These are spherical to slightly ovoid, from 40-o0yu in dia.ieter
at maturity (fig. 3). The sporangial wall ranges from 0.5-1.1jj in
thickness. Unilocular sporangia are occasionally sessile but more

frequently pedicellate, the pedicel being inserted at about and

being commonly 1-3 cells long, but sometimes considerably longer. The

shorter pedicels are often uniseriate and may even be devoid of

pigmentation, and are hence easily distinguishable from the erect

filaments from which they arise, but longer "pedicels" are usually

indistinct from their parent filaments and it is perhaps preferable

to consider them as erect filaments and the sporangia which they oear

as being apical and sessile.

Sporangial arrangement is very irregular (fig. 4), not conforming

to any particular, recognisable pattern. Whilst the system is

basically hemiblastic it is not uncommon to find sporangia, like

branches, initiated from longitudinally adjacent cells of consecutive

transverse tiers. Sporangia may also be disposed oppositely; that is,

from opposite peripheral cells of the same transverse tier, but this

phenomenon is not common.

Although 2. britannica is perennial, unilocular sporangia are

found in Britain only during the winter months; from late December

until about March in St. Andrews, and the majority are mature and

ready for spore liberation during January.
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Unilocular sporangial initials are at first indistinct from branch

initials in that they arise from a single peripheral cortical cell and

have a similar insertion. Before the mother cell proper is

differentiated the initial may undergo 1-3 transverse divisions. Once

differentiated the uninucleate spore mother cell is globose to ovoid and

about 25jj in diameter.
Plurilocular sporangia

The discovery of these organs has been mentioned earlier (p. 3).

It should be pointed out that only nine were found in allf none of these

liberated spores, and no more have been discovered since, so that their

status remains somewhat dubious.

Spore release

Prior to release from the unilocular sporangia the contents may

become adpressed to give a clear apical region. As soon as there is

apical rupture of the sporangial wall, the spores assume pyriform shape

and become orientated so that the pointed end is towards the pore. The

spores then pass singly through the pore and form a single, immobile,

rounded mass enveloped in mucilaginous material. So far the process

takes from 3-4 minutes, but within another minute the mass of spores

commences to "shimmer" and disentangle and individual spores swim

freely.

This is the most commonly observed type and sequence of spore

release, but there are variations on the scheme. Not all the spores

are always released to join the external mucilaginous mass. Some may
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remain within the sporangium and be released some minutes later as

"laggards" (without any sign of external aggregation), whilst still

others may not be released at all. Also, in some instances, not all

the cytoplasm is appropriated by the nuclei and a residuum may remain

within the sporangium after spore release. Occasionally the organised

scheme of release is entirely disrupted, spores being released in an

eruption lasting about 5 seconds and being immediately free swimming.

It is in such instances that cytoplasm appropriation is usually aberrant,

and giant spores of up to 15-20yy have been recorded. These appear to
possess 2 flagella only and are thus not the products of fusion.

The number of spores released per sporangium is variable, then, but

estimates are within the range of 80-200.

Fusion of spores

During observations of spore liberation and behaviour it was seen

that some spores from the same sporangium shared a definite affinity for

each other, some swimming in pairs whilst others massed together as

multiple associations of 3-8 spores.

Evidence supporting the controversial assertion of Clint, (l 92;$, who

reports spore fusions in S. bipinnata, is scant. Size cannot be taken

as indicative of fusion having taken place as it is so variable anyway

(4.5-7y , average 6.65y , but giant spores much larger). Once, a
"spore" was observed to have 2 papillae, and again one was seen to have

4 flagella. These were both chance observations and prior spore

behaviour had not been watched. In all the remaining instances of spore
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affinity, carefully observed from release until loss of motility, spore

pairs broke up within about 15 minutes. Stained preparations, too, have

failed to lend support to the idea of spore fusions either between spore

pairs or within multiple associations.
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RESULTS

Spore cultures

Spore cultures were prepared as described previously (p. 5) and

their subsequent growth and development was then followed. After a few

days, whilst still spherical, the spores increased in diameter until

they reached 9jj after a week, when the first signs of germination were
observed. Unfortunately, because of the original diversity of spore

size and now their apparent constancy, it was not possible to detect

which germinating spores, if any, were in fact zygotes, the products of

fusion. This was particularly frustrating for soon after germination

commenced it was noticed that not only was growth rate very variable

but also that the sporelings were of two types; the vast majority were

elongate and rapidly growing, whilst a few were more rotund and slower

growing. These latter aborted after about 6 weeks when they had reached

a length of 47y-» , the elongate sporelings at this time having reached
up to 164 yu .

Further development of the elongate sporelings gave rise to

heterotrichous plants isomorphic with those from which they had arisen.

These progeny have been cultured for two winters but have never produced

any sporangia which might give a lead as to the plants status. The

induction of sporangia in culrure has been the vital missing link in the

elucidation of the life history. This inability to induce sporangia

applies to both parent and progeny material.

It was hoped that transplantation of progeny material would provide

the missing link mentioned above, but unfortunately the nylon bags
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proved irresistible to persons unknown.

Having failed to obtain the complete life-history using culture

methods and transplantation, it was sought to make inferences regarding

this by means of studying nuclear phases of the cycle.

It-mining techniques

As a whole proved to be unsatisfactory, aceto-orcein, aceto-

lacmoid and aceto-basic fuchsin yielding no results whatsoever. The

crystal violet technique was little improvement; in 250,000 sections

prepared by this method only 7 interphase nuclei were observed, and

these were indistinct as the stain was found not to be specific and

stained cell walls deeply.

Aceto-carmine was somewhat better but its tendency to stain fucosan

around the nucleus prevented the observation of nuclear structure

(fig. 6). Material pre-treated in daylight for about an hour gave

better results (fig. 7), but only of interphase nuclei. Fixation of

material at 15 minute intervals for 24 hours yielded no mitotic figures

after staining and thus it was impossible by this method to determine

whether meiosis takes place in spore mother cells, and whether mitosis

is synchronous or otherwise. As a result of aceto-carmine staining,

then, all that can be said is that nuclei of parent and progeny at

interphase are the same size, about 5jj , and contain a single nucleolus.
The Feulgen technique was used in the hope of staining chromosomes

at mitotic metaphase, but from the outset this stain proved difficult.

Certain of the algae are known to exhibit very poor Feulgen staining
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(Jensen, 1962), for several possible reasons; these are, low DNA

content (Hillary, 1939), the presence of proteins and tannins which

interfere with the development of the colour complex (Milovidov, 1949;

Ishida, 1961), and the susceptibility of DNA to extraction with HC1

during hydrolysis (ishida, 1961).

Logarithmic series of acid hydrolysis and staining time were

prepared in order to find the reason for poor staining of S. britannica

nuclei. After 5 minutes acid hydrolysis at 60°C staining times between

2 and 24 hours produced uniform results on those few nuclei which

accepted the stain at all. Using the logarithmic series of hydrolysis

time and unit staining (3 hours) the intensity of stain obtained was

invariable (to the eye) between 2 and 16 minutes hydrolysis. This

suggests that poor Peulgen staining results not from susceptibility of

DNA to extraction by acid hydrolysis, but from the low DNA content of

the nuclei, a conclusion supported by the calculated DNA content (p. 11).

It is difficult to assess the value of Heidenhain's haematoxylin

staining on the nuclei of spores. The stain shows the spores to contain

2 chromatophores and a dark central body of about 1 yu in diameter, and
this has been taken to be the nucleus (fig. 3). This contrasts with

vegetative nuclear size of about 5yu , but does not automatically imply
reduction division to have taken place in spore formation. Even if

reduction division had taken place and even if this were accompanied

by a proportional decrease in nuclear volume this would not account for

the observed volumetric reduction factor of 125.
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Phase contrast microscopy

Phase contrast observation of living sporelings mounted in culture

medium revealed a single nucleus, purely by chance, during mitosis

(fig. 9). Probably due to the high light intensity required for phase

work the chromosomes were not apparent for more than a few minutes,

during which time they appeared to be in metaphase. The photograph

shows a clear ellipsoidal zone around the chromosomes, which appear to

be 6-8 in number.

Hanging drop cultures

The following table represents the fate of 7 apical cells present

in a single hanging drop. As previously mentioned the nuclei were

visible during interphase out disappeared during division; thus, the

following measurements are of apical cell lengths (u ).

Apical cell

Time (hrs.) a b c d e f g

0 42 40 30 48 34 40 42

8 26 16 33 16 37 42 28

11.5 28 13 3^ 18 40 22 30

16 30 19 14 20 41 24 30

26 30 20 16 20 42 24 32

40.5 30 22 18 20 16 24 33

59.5 30 22 18 20 16 24 34

62 30 22 18 20 19 25 36

65 32 22 13 20 22 25 36
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Nuclei prior to division are underlined. Of the nuclei selected

4 had divided within the first 8 hours, and the other 3 divided up to

more than a day later. There was obviously some subjectivity in the

selection of cells at the outset, for in large cells ready to divide

the nuclei are most easily visible; hence the apparent synchrony in

division after 8 hours. The fact remains, however, that divisions were

not entirely synchronous, and different growth rates after mitosis

suggest that nuclei would enter the next division in different sequence.

Probably due to depletion of nutrients in the hanging drop, second

divisions were precluded.

-Quantitative techniques

a* Mitotic index; spindle inhibition and growth hormones.

From the table shown above it is difficult to accurately assess a

value for mitotic index, as the formula for its calculation takes account

of nuclear division only, and not of cytokinesis. According to

Zimmerman (1923), mitosis in Sphacelaria fusca takes 30 minutes at

17-18°0. Fixation of material at 15 minute intervals has never, however,

revealed any stages of mitosis. Assuming a mitotic time of maximal

duration 30 minutes and, by extrapolation of results, an inter-mitotic

time of 100 hours, then;

MI = MT x log 2
MT + IT

= 0,5 x 0.6932
0.5 + 99.5

= 0.003 for the apical cells.
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Sach division of the apical cell is followed by a transverse division

of the newly formed sub-apical cell, which then undergoes several long¬

itudinal divisions in the process of cortication. Thus, for the

mature plant, the mitotic index is greater than 0.006. The maximum

value theoretically attainable for MI by this method is loge2, when
nuclei are in constant division such that IT = 0. The very low mitotic

index calculated above is probably the reason why mitotic figures have

not been observed after staining.

In growing sporelings the mitotic index will obviously be higher.

Growth rate experiments indicate that after 70 days sporelings have

reached an average length of 1.2 x 10^yu at 20°C (Jackson, 1966, unpubl.).
The system is at this stage still uniseriate and thus all nuclear

divisions occur in apical and sub-apical cells. When the apical cell

cuts off a sub-apical cell the latter divides again but there is little

or no increase in length, which is thus attributed to that of the

apical cell. Hanging drop cultures show an average apical cell length

of 42jj prior to division and 20j> after division. Each apical cell
division is thus accompanied by a growth of 22jj and therefore;

3 3
1.2 x 10 y represents circa 1.2 x 10' 22

or 55 divisions, for each of which will be a corresponding sub-apical

cell division. Therefore in 70 days there are 110 divisions, which

means that one division must take place on average every 15 hours.
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Then, MI = MT x log 2
MT + IT ®

= 0.5 x 0.6932
0.5 + 14.5

= 0.02 at 20°G.

This represents only 3% of cells in division at any one time.

As mentioned previously (p. 10) the growth hormones I.A.A. and

giboerellic acid were used in an attempt to increase the growth rate,

but were found to be ineffective at the concentrations used.

The spindle inhibitors 3-hydroxyquinoline and colchicine caused

separation of the cell wall from the protoplast. This was not due to

a swelling of the cell wall but to shrinkage and disruption of the

protoplast. This could not be an osmotic effect as these depend on the

integrity of cell membranes and also because an increase in molarity

of less than \% would be insufficient to cause plasmolysis; changes in

molarity of the external medium greater than 1 % will be commonly met by

S. britannica in its natural environment, due, for example, to

increased salt concentration by water evaporation during emersion. The

cause of protoplast disruption is not known.

b. luorescence microscopy

The theory underlying this method has been discussed previously

(p. 14 et seg.). The photograph over page was obtained from a colour

transparency used in the experiment.
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The following table shows light intensities at the intersections of

traces through the nucleus of the sub-apical cell after re-magnification.

lateral vernier horizontal. vernier reading (mm.)

reading (mm.) 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

138.5 - - - - - -

139 - - - 1 - -

139.5 - - 3 3 5 1

140 - 3 5 13 10 2

140.5 - 3 7 70 30 1

141 - 3 5 85 15 -

141.5 - 1 3 20 3 -

142 - - - 5 1 -

142.5 - ■ - - 1 - -

143 - - - - - _
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Light intensity was then plotted against distance along each trace

through the nucleus and its background. In this case there were 7

traces (41-47 mm.) and 10 light intensities recorded along each. The

following curves were thus obtained in the graphical representation of

the above table.

The total area beneath the curves, representing the amount of

nuclear fluorescence (and hence DNA content) was obtained for each

nucleus by planimetry. For the nucleus above, prior to photoreduction
2

of the original graph, the value was 37.34 cm .
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The following table represents values for the 7 nuclei studied

by this method. Photographs, tables and graphs pertinent to nuclei

are to be found in fig. 10 et seq.

Nucleus
Total area

below curves

(cm^)

Total area

(cm2) of
controls

Type of
material fig. no.

a 37.34 - Parent Text

b 38.47 - Progeny 10/11

c 63.65 133.2 t» 12/14

d 35.25 - 15/16

e 43.44 - « 15/18

f 42.70 - Parent 19/20

g 65.43 132.2 Progeny 21/23

The system of 0.5 mm. spaced traces, as in the controls,

most accurate which can be used as this represents a spacing equal to

the field diameter and is thus the closest system of traces obtainable

without overlap of adjacent fields. Such rigorous "scanning" however,

is time consuming, and since comparable results were obtained using

1 mm. spaced traces then they were considered to be valid.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Culture experiments carried out with both parent and progeny

material failed to elucidate the complete life-history due to failure

of the progeny to produce sporangia. In the case of parent material

collected from the cave or the cliff there was liberation of spores from

previously developed sporangia but no actual sporangial initiation in

culture. The reason for this is not fully understood. Whilst the

intensity and duration of light used in culture experiments was

satisfactory it is questionable if the same could be said of its quality,

for "warm white" fluorescent lighting is devoid of certain parts of the

spectrum, which might not have been adequately recompensed by light

entering the window from a northerly direction and which might be pre¬

requisite to reproductive growth.

A diurnal tidal rhythm was not simulated, but it is dubious if the

absence of this per se would prevent sporangial initiation, for

Waern (1945) found fertile S. britannica permanently submerged (as in

culture) in the Baltic Sea.

Using fertile parent material from which spores could be obtained,

sporelings were grown and found to be isomorphic with the parent, and

hence the only missing stage in the life-history would appear to oe the

reproductive bodies destined to be formed on this progeny material.

Now during the period when specimens in their natural environment bear

unilocular sporangia, all the material is fertile, suggesting it to

represent only one generation, the sporophyte. This was the observed
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fact which led to the original hypothesis of the life-history of

britannica consisting in a serial repetition of sporophytes.

Observation of spore release and behaviour was thus a natural

prelude to the furtherance of this hypothesis of a single repetitive

generation. Whilst the results of Clint (1927) have been subject to

much criticism (Papenfuss, 1934) it should be said that the transference

of sexuality to the spores, which would thus represent the gamecophyte

generation, is a plausible means by which the sporophyte could be re¬

instated. Since, however, those few spore fusions, if any, which might

occur in S. Dritannica represent an insignificant proportion of

germinating sporelings then these latter must be either isomorphic

gametophytes if meiosis takes place prior to spore formation or

sporophytes if it does not. The failure of meiosis has been claimed

for certain species, such as Dictyosiphon chordaria, Striaria t enuata

('.ylin, 1937) and Elachista fucicola (Blackler and Katpitia, 19*>2).

Another alternative is that the parent plant is gametophytic and

bears unilocular sporangia, as claimed by Dammann (1930) working in

Heligoland on Pylaiella littoralis.

Staining techniques used in order to solve these problems gave no

indication as to the ploidy of parent or progeny material and failed to

show that meiosis does not take place in spore mother cells.

Vegetative nuclei of both "generations", however, did appear to be the

same size, which has previously been taken to be indicative of plants
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belonging to the sane generation (Blackler and Katpitia, 1962). In the

absence of spore fusions the implication would thus be that meiosis had

not taken place.

The use of spindle inhibition and growth hormones was not a success

in increasing the mitotic index, which being maximal at 3% in sporelings

during the exponential growth phase, makes the problem of detecting

divisions very difficult. One would expect, however, the occasional

fixation of a nucleus during division, but it may be that the small

amount of DNA present (=1 x 10 ^gin/nucleus) precludes the 'Acceptance"

of a stain. This would appear reasonable in the light of staining

250,000 sections with crystal violet and fixing material at 15 minute

intervals over a period of 24 hours prior to staining with aceto-carmine,

and never having observed any indication of mitosis by these methods.

The only method by which chromosomes have been observed was phase

contrast microscopy, which showed a nucleus from a growing sporeling

to contain 6-8 chromosomes at what is believed to have been metaphase.

Had this sane method revealed the karyotype of the parent plant then

the status of parent and progeny would have become clear, and in the

absence of spore fusions it would have been immediately possible to say

whether or not raeiosis has a place in the life-history.

As a consequence of these "near-misses" the histochemical-physical

fluorescence technique was devised. Since DNA does not increase

appreciably until late interphase, just prior to cell division

(iwamura, 1955), then the long inter-mitotic time of S. britannic is
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convenient in the determination of the basic DM content. It should

be realised that such a technique is not absolute, but comparative,

and thus to be meaningful must be carried out on at least two nuclei.

Nuclei may not be exactly spherical and may thus appear as large,

diffuse bodies or slightly smaller, denser ones; this is seen in

graphs of nuclei shown in figs. 1o and 25, in which several and few

traces respectively cross the nucleus. When there are but few traces,

however, the light intensity recorded (i.e. transmittance) is high,

indicating a high DNA concentration, thus offsetting the effect of

compactness.

In the table on p. 32 it is apparent that two of the progeny

nuclei contain almost twice the amount of DNA found in other nuclei,

some of which were within the same filament. These nuclei are

considered to be post-synthetic, and one of them, nucleus c., appears

to have commenced cleavage (fig. 23); this is even more obvious in the

graphs, figs. 24/25, which show transmittance peaks with two apices.

The remaining nuclei show comparable DNA values and whilst small

discrepancies exist the nuclei could not be said to fall into more

than one mode; the average parent : progeny content approximates a

1 : 1 ratio very closely. Discrepancies could be attributed to either

commencement of DNA synthesis or, more probably, to inconsistencies

in measurement, as a voltage stabilisor was not used during photography

or "scanning" of nuclei.
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It thus appears that both parent and progeny vegetative ceils

contain the basic DNA content for the species and that this is

represented during division by 6-8 chromosomes. Any products of spore

fusion are obviously not viable and may possibly be the abortive

sporelings mentioned earlier (p. 23).

This leads to the conclusion that :oritannica is represented by

one generation only, as otherwise parent and progeny would show two

modes of DNA content, and that the life-history must be apo-meiotic.

Whether the one generation is sporophytic or gametophytic is open to

conjecture, although the presence of unilocular sporangia is normally

taken to be indicative of the spor.ophyte.
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CONCLUSIQNS

The life-history of S. britannica is considered not to be complete

in the sense of alternating sporophyte and gametophyte generations, but

appears to be represented by a single, repetitive generation as a

result of apo-meiosis and the absence of spore fusions. To say chat

this generation is sporophytic because it bears unilocular sporangia

is conventionalism but remains unproven without more detailed knowledge

of the karyotype; the latter appears to contain 6-8 chromosomes, a low

figure, but whether it consists of one set or two homologous sets is

unknown.

The discovery of plurilocular organs has not proved to be of much

value in this study, £oT their failure to release spores and the lack

of cytological data concerning them places dubiety on their role in the

life-history. That they are an accessory means of asexual reproduction

is the more obvious inference but this does not justifiably preclude

the idea that they might represent the occasional interpolation of a

second generation. Plurilocular organs being so rare, however, the

imbalance they would impart on the system of a single repetitive

generation would be minimal, and should they represent an occasional

alternating generation this would once more be illustrative of the

plasticity of Phaeophycean life-histories.
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SUMMARY

The taxonomic status of Sphacelaria britannica Sauv. is discussed,

and the distinctness of the species from S. saxatilis Kuck. emend. Sauv.

is implied on the basis of their different plurilocular organs.

Uni-algal cultures of fertile parent material and of progeny material

grown from spores released from unilocular sporangia were unsuccessful

in that naturally occurring conditions for reproductive growth were

irreproducable, and thus knowledge of the life-history remains incomplete.

The two "generations" are, however, found to be isomorphic.

Hanging drop cultures suggest mitoses not to be synchronous and

thus mitotic indices become both calculable and meaningful.

Spindle inhibitors and growth hormones were both found to be

ineffective in making the nucleus more amenable to study.

There is little evidence for spore fusion either from staining

techniques or observation of spores and their culture.

Quantitative fluorescence studies suggest the life-history of

S. britannica to be a repeat of a single generation, and in the absence

of spore fusions the life history is considered to be apo-meiotic.

Phase contrast microscopy shows the karyotype to contain 6-8

chromosomes (= 1 x 10 ^gm. DNA) but whether this represents a haploid

or diploid complement is not known.
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APPENDIX 1

Ord-Schreiber culture solution

Soil extract

500 gms. of garden soil were placed in a litre of tap water. This

was brought to the boil and allowed to simmer for 40 minutes. After

leaving to stand for a few days the clear liquid was decanted off, or

alternatively the process was hurried by filtering instead of leaving

to stand.

Preparation of culture medium

The following method is for the preparation of 2 litres of culture

medium.

a. 2 litres of outside sea water was filtered, using firstly a

Buchner funnel, and then Berkefeld filter candles.
o

b. The filtered sea water was heated to 70 C and then allowed

to cool.

c. 100 ccs. of soil extract was brought to the boil, and when

just off the boil 0.20 gms. NaNo0 and 0.040 gms. Na^HPO^
were added.

d. The hot soil extract with added salts was added to the cold

filtered sea water.

e. Before using, the solution was allowed to reach the required

culture temperature.



APPENDIX 2

Aceto-orcein staining technique

(after feilinfie, 1936)

a. Hydrolysis

9 parts 2% aceto-orcein (in 45% acetic acid)

1 part N/1 HC1

A few drops of 5% ferric acetate in 45% acetic acid.

The above solution was used for 2 minutes at fc>0°C.

b. Temporary cans

Excess hydrolysing solution was blotted off and the

specimen mounted in aceto-orcein.



APPENDIX 3

Aceto-carmine staining technique

(after Russell, 1962)

a. Fixation

95% Ethyl alcohol-glacial acetic acid mixture for 24 hrs.

using ferric chloride mordant.

3 parts 95% ethyl alcohol

1 part glacial acetic acid

b. '>ashing

Distilled water for 10 mins.

c. Maceration

Material was arranged on a clean slide, then mounted in a

few drops of 100 vol. hydrogen peroxide solution and warmed for 30 sees.

The specimen was then covered with an albumen smeared cover slip and

squashed between 3 thicknesses of filter paper. The slide was then

inverted in a ridged dish containing 2% acetic acid until the cover slip

floated off.

d. Staining

The cover slip was removed from the acetic acid, placed in a

watch glass containing aceto-carmine, and heated until steam and acid

vapour were given off. Staining was maintained for 5-10 mins.

e. Differentiation

The specimen was differentiated by immersion in 45% acetic

acid for 1-2 mins. until a pink colouration was obtained.



£. Rehydration and mounting

Material was dehydrated using 95% ethyl alcohol, followed

by two changes of absolute alcohol. Euparal essence was used for

clearing, and material was finally mounted in Eaparal.



APPENDIX 4

Aceto-basic fuchsin

(after Gurr, 19b5)

Preparation of the stain

Acetic acid, 40% aq 50 ml.

Basic fuchsin . 1 gm.

Heat to 50 C to dissolve. Allow the solution to cool to

25°-30°C, then filter.

Staining technique

a. Fix specimens in 45% acetic acid for 20 mins. at 15°C.
b. Hydrolyse in N/1 HG1 for 15 sees, at 60°C.
c. Transfer to aceto-basic fuchsin in a small covered dish and

leave to stain for 1 hour.

d. Decolourize the cytoplasm in 30% acetic acid.

e. Seal the slide with gum mastic.



APPENDIX 5

i'he : eulcen Staining Technique

(modified after Gurr, 19oj)

Solutions required

a. Schiff's reagent (Feulgen's fuchsin).

Distilled water 100 ml.

Basic fuchsin 0.5 gm.

o
Boil the water, then allow to cool to aDout 70 C or

less before adding and dissolving the dye by shaking

or stirring.
o

Allow the solution to cool to about 25 C, then add:

Potassium metabisulphite ....... 0.5 gm.

HC1, N/1 10 ml.

Then plug the neck of the flask tightly with cotton

wool and allow the preparation to stand for several

hours or overnight, then add:

Decolourizing charcoal 1 gm.

Shake well, then allow the preparation to stand for

about half an hour before filtering.

This solution should be completely colourless.

b. Potassium metabisulphite 0.5 gm.

HC1, N/1 ■ . 5 ml.

Distilled water 90 ml.

Technique

a. Fix material overnight in Carnoy's fixative.



b. Rinse briefly in N/l HC1.
/ ^ o

c. Immerse in N/1 HG1 for 2-16 minutes at 60 C.

d. Rinse briefly in N/l HC1.

e. Rinse in distilled water.

f. Immerse in Schiff's reagent for 2-24 hours.

g. Rinse with 3 changes of solution b, 10 mins. ea.

h. Rinse well in tap water.

i. Tease out in 45% acetic acid.

j. Film cover slip, place in position, apply pressure under

several thicknesses of blotting paper without any sideways

movement.

k. Heat gently over spirit flame 4/5 times, do not boil.

1. Float off in 40% ethyl alcohol.

m. Pass through the alcohols, 50%, 75%, 95%; rinse in each,

n. Absolute alcohol, 2-3 mins.

o. Mount in buparal.



APPENDIX 6

Preparation of material for microtome sections

(after Johansen, 1940)

a. Fixation

Weak chrom-acetic acid for 24 hrs.

20 ccs 1.0% aq. chromic acid

25 ccs 1.0% aq. acetic acid

55 ccs sea-water

b. hashing

Kunning sea-water for 24 hrs.

c. Dehydration

A series of ethyl alcohol solutions was used, of the

following concentrations.

2±% 5% 7i% 10%
6 hrs./soln.

15% 20% 30% 50%

75% 85% 95% 2 x 100% 12 hrs./soln.

d. Clearing

Cedar wood oil in absolute alcohol was used in the following

concentrations, for fc> hrs./soln.

2^r% 5% 10% 15%

25% 50% 73% 2 x 100%

e. Infiltration

Cleared material was placed in a small specimen tube and

infiltrated at 60°C using an inverted cone of paraffin wax (m.pt.

54-58°c).



.ax block preparation

Infiltrated material was embedded in pure melted paraffin

wax at 60 C, and then hardened in cold water,

g. S taining

Heidenhain's iron haematoxylin method (appendix 7) was used

with the following modification.

After dehydration, material was counter-stained with

Orange G in clove oil, then immersed in an absolute alcohol-clove oil-

xylol mixture before clearing in xylol. Preparations thus stained were

mounted in Canada balsam.

The crystal violet method (appendix 8) was used without

modification.



APPENDIX 7

Heidenhjin's Iron Kae.natoxylin staining technique

(after Johansen, 194C)

Sporangia were induced to release spores onto an egg

alDumen smeared slide from which the parent material was then removed.

a. Fixation

Spores were fixed over 40% formalin vapour for 5 mins.,

then left for a few days in a dust proof container. Iron alum mordant

was then used for 1-2 hrs.

b. Fashing

Running tap water for \ hr.

c. Staining

Spores were stained in Heidenhain's haematoxylin overnight,

washed, destained in iron alum and washed again for up to 1 hr.

d. Dehydration

A series of ethyl alcohol solutions was used, of the

following concentrations.

2 5% 7f% 10%

15% 20% 30% 50%

75% 85% 95% 2 x 100%

e. Clearing and mounting

Spores were cleared in olove oil, followed by 2 changes of

xylol. Canada balsam was used for mounting.



APPENDIX 8

• Crystal Violet-Iodine Staining Technique

(after Purvis, '.oilier k ' ails, 19oo)

Place the slides, with the ribbons attached, in xylene to remove

wax.

Place in a second change of xylene .

Place in absolute alcohol for 5-10 min.

Hydrate by taking down through a graded series of alcohols of the

following concentrations.

95% 85% 75%

50% 30% 20%

15% 10% 7z%

5% 2^% dist

Place in a solution of 1 gm. iodine, 1 gm. potassium iodide in

100 ml. of distilled water for 15 min.

Wash in distilled water.

Stain in a 1% aqueous solution of crystal violet for 1-2 hr.

Rinse in water.

Place in iodine mixture for 15 min.

Rinse in water.

Place in 70% alcohol containing a trace of picric acid.

Finally, dehydrate in 95% and absolute alcohol .

Rinse in 2 changes of xylene .

Mount in bailsam.



APPENDIX 9

"oriphosphin 0 technique

Fluorochrome for 4 hours in 0.01% aq. coriphosphin 0.

Wash in tap water.

Mount in tap water and flatten using several thicknesses of

tissue paper.

Ring the cover slip using gum mastic.



PLATES



PLATS 1

iij. 1; A constant temperature cold tank in which

culture dishes are kept on submerged wire trays.

/



PLATE 1



PLATE 2

Photograph showing nylon bags secured to the

cliff by wire and hawlplugs and containing progeny

material of S. oritannica.



PLATE 2



3;

PLATE 3

Photograph showing a mature unilocular

sporangium with a 2-celled pedicel.

,4} The irregular disposition of unilocular

sporangia, not conforming to any particular,

recognisable pattern. Two sporangia (arrowed)

are here seen to be releasing spores into an

external mucilaginous mass.



PLATE 3



PLATS 4

The plurilocular organs of S. britannica, found

on material devoid of unilocular sporangia.



PLATE 4



PLATE 5

Uninucleate sporangial initials stained in

aceto-carmine. The nuclei are obscured by physodes,

containing fucosan.



PLATE 5



PLATE 6

'icj. 7; Interphase nucleus stained in aceto-carmine

after light pre-treatment, showing the nuclear

membrane and nucleolus (arrowed).



 



PLATS 7

Fig. d; Spores from a unilocular sporangium, showing

2 chromatophores and a dark central body of about

1 yz in diameter.
(stained in Heidenhain's iron haematoxylin).



PLATE 7



PLATS 3

Pic;. 9; Phase contrast photomicrograph showing

chromosomes (6-3) in a clear ellipsoidal zone.



 



'ig. 10;

PLATE 9

Nucleus b. (arrowed), the colour trans¬

parency of which gave the following table.

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading (mm.)

reading (mm.) 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

14b - - - - - •1

14b.5 - - - - - 5

147 - - 5 5 5 2 7

147.5 - - 10 10 7 2 7

148 - 2 20 25 10 2 7

* 00 • ut - 2 30 35 15 2 5

149 - 2 35 35 15 2 2

149.5 -
■ 2 15 30 10 2

150 - - 2 10 3 1

150.5 -------

Fin. 11; Graphical representation of the table above.

Column 43 has been omitted as this represents extra-

nuclear fluorescence from the adjacent nucleus (fig.

10).



 



PLATE 10

Pis. 12; Nucleus c., post-synthetic.

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading ( mm.)

reading (mm.) 37 33 39 40 41 42 43

143 - - - - - - -

143.5 - - - 3 - - -

144 1 - 10 20 3 - -

144.5 3 - 35 55 15 3 -

145 7 3 40 45 30 3 -

145.5 10 3 35 45 30 . 5 -

146 10 3 30 35 15 3 -

146.5 5 3 25 25 7 - -

147 - 3 15 15 3 - -

147.5 - 5 ■ 7 5 - - -

148 - 7 - - - - -

it.. 1j; Column 37» and part of 33, represents extra-

nuclear fluorescence, out is illustrated here to

show extrapolation (in curve 33) where there is

overlap Detween nuclear and extra-nuclear fluorescence.

Curve 37 was ignored in planimetry, as was the portion

delimited above the extrapolation (dotted line) in

curve 33.



PLATE 10



PLATE 11

Fig. 14; This represents the first of the more

rigorously "scanned" controls, carried out on

nucleus c. with bi-directional 0.5 mm. spaced traces.

lateral vernier horizontal vernier :reading (mm.0

reading (mm.) 37 37.5 33 38.5 39 39.5 40 40.5 41 41.5 42 42.5

143 ------------

143.5 3 - - 1- 3 3 3 3 - - - -

144 5 - 1 7 15 25 32 15 5 3 - -

144.5 7 - 3 15 40 50 50 45 13 5 3 -

145 10 1 5 30 55 70 50 45 30 13 3 -

145.5 12 3 5 35 43 50 45 40 20 15 5 -

146 7 5 5 25 35 40 40 35 13 5 3 -

146.5 5 13 3 13 30 35 25 13 7 3 3 -

147 - 13 3 7 20 25 15 5 3 - 1 -

147.5 - 15 10 3 7 10 5 1 - - - -

148 - 5 13 3 3 5 3 - - - - -

148.5 - 1 20 5 - 1 - - - - - -

149 - 1 20 7 - - - - - - - -

Extra-nuclear fluorescence has been omitted

from the graph.



 



PLATE 12

Pig. 15; Nucleus d. (arrowed)

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading (mm.)

reading (mm.) 41.5 42.5 43.5 44.5 45.5 46.5

133.5 - - - -

139 - 1 1 5 1

139.5 - 1 10 10 8

140 - 3 40 45 15

140.5 - 5 60 60 10

141 - 1 25 30 3

141.5 - - 5 3 -

142 - - 1 - _

142.5 - - - - -

143 - - - - -

Fig. Ife; Graphical representation of the above table.



PLATE 12



Fig. 17:

PLATS 13

Nucleus e. (arrowed).

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading ( mm.)

reading (mm.) 38 39 40 41 42 43

143 - - - - -

143.5 - - - -

144 - - - - -

144.5 - - 3 1 -

145 - 10 65 5 -

145.5 3 45 35 3 -

146 - 35 85 8 -

146.5 - 5 35 8 -

147 - 5 15 5 -

147.5 - - - - -

148 _ - - - -

Graphical representation of the above table.
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Fig. 19;

PLATE 14

Nucleus f.

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading ( mm.)

reading (nun.) 35 3to 37 38 39 40

141 - 10 10 10 7 15

141.5 - 7 7 7 5 10

142 - - 7 10 10 13

142.5 - - 7 40 15 13

143 - - 10 110 20 13

143.5 - - 10 100 25 10

144 - - 5 25 15 7

144.5 - - 3 10 7 7

145 - - 3 5 5 7

145.5 - - - - 3 7

Fig. 20; Graphical representation of the above table,

including extra-nuclear fluorescence and its

delimitation by extrapolation.



 



PIAT3 15

Fig. 21; Nucleus g., post-synthetic, and showing the

commencement of cleavage (this is more apparent in

the transparency).

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading (mm.)

reading (mm.) 30 31 32 33 34 35

iiiiiiir\•T—

142 - - 1 - -

142.5 - - 40 5 -

143 - 3 105 50 -

143.5 - 3 95 40 -

144 - 3 110 55 3

144.5 - 3 60 35 3

145 - 1 8 3 3

145.5 - - - - 1

146 ______

Fig. 22} Graphical representation of the above table,

showing transmittance peaks with 2 apices.



 



Fig. 23;

PLATS 16

This is the second of the more rigorously

"scanned" controls, carried out on nucleus g.

lateral vernier horizontal vernier reading ( nun.)

reading (mm.) 31 31.5 32 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5 35 35.5 36

145 -----------

145.5 - -- -- -- -- --

146 -----------

146.5 - - - 5 5 3 3 1 -

147 - 1 3 43 60 35 7 3 -

147.5 - 3 7 90 95 70 25 3 -

148 - 3 12 80 90 75 20 1 -

143.5 - 3 10 80 125 95 25 - -

149 - 3 5 40 65 55 13 - -

149.5 - 1 1 7 5 5 3 _ -

150 - - - 1 - - - -

150.5 - -- -- -- -- --



 




